
MG Motor teams up with Gamer MortaL for their Upcoming Smart 

Comet EV 
  

Gurugram, 10th April 2023: MG Motor India announced a collaboration with India’s renowned 

gamer MortaL (Naman Mathur), for its upcoming Smart EV Comet. This association also marks a 

continuation of MG’s tech-first spirit which has been evident in its industry-leading initiatives such as 

MG Xpert, Epay, MG VPhy NFT, and MGVerse. Prepare to witness the culmination of two distinct 

worlds as MG Motor India and MortaL embark on a journey to redefine the possibilities of design and 

technology integration. 

Commenting on the development, Mr. Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial Officer, MG Motor 

India said, “As an auto tech brand, we have always introduced industry-leading technology across our 

product portfolio. Through this partnership with MortaL we are working on something truly incredible 

which is sure to bring alive the fun and tech proposition of our upcoming Smart EV Comet. We believe 

this collaboration will resonate with both the gaming and automotive communities.” 

Expressing his views on the partnership, Naman Mathur, aka MortaL, stated, "I'm beyond excited 

to be collaborating with MG Motor! As a gamer myself who's also passionate about cars, this 

announcement really hits close to home for me. I know how much the gaming community values 

unique and stylish products, and I have no doubt that Comet will deliver just that. It's amazing to see 

a brand like MG recognizing the significance of gaming and making an effort to cater to this growing 

demographic. I can't wait to see what they have in store, and this really is a close-to-heart 

collaboration.” 

MG Motor has always focused on enhancing the mobility experience with its unique Auto-Tech 

proposition. The upcoming Comet EV, which is futuristic and smart to meet urban mobility needs, is 

all set to disrupt the EV landscape in India. Stay tuned for more updates on this exciting partnership 

by following MortaL and MG Motor India on social media. 

 

About MG Motor India 

 

Founded in the UK in 1924, Morris Garages vehicles were world-famous for their sports cars, 

roadsters, and cabriolet series. MG vehicles were much sought after by many celebrities, including the 

British Prime Ministers and even the British Royal Family, for their styling, elegance, and spirited 

performance. The MG Car Club, set up in 1930 at Abingdon in the UK, has thousands of loyal fans, 

making it one of the world’s largest clubs for a car brand. MG has evolved into a modern, futuristic, 

and innovative brand over the last 99 years. 

 

MG Motor India’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Halol, Gujarat, has an annual production 

capacity of 1,25,000 vehicles and employs nearly 2,500 workers. Driven by its vision of CASE 

(Connected, Autonomous, Shared, and Electric) mobility, the cutting-edge automaker has augmented 

across-the-board ‘experiences’ within the automobile segment today. It has introduced several ‘firsts’ 

in India, including India’s first Internet SUV – MG Hector, India’s first Pure Electric Internet SUV – MG 

ZS EV, India’s first Autonomous (Level 1) Premium SUV – MG Gloster and MG Astor- India’s first 

SUV with personal AI assistant and Autonomous (Level 2) technology. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/MGMotorIN https://instagram.com/MGMotorIN www.mgmotor.co.in 
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